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Loom bands are an inexpensive way to spices up your life with different colors and pieces of jewelry. Loom bands are easy to use and even kids can learn to make different pieces from beautiful loom bands. They are easy to make and can be made in different colors. You can even choose to make band
bracelets loom in a variety of colors, patterns, or rainbow colors. Different templates and designs can be done using different types of techniques. How to make beautiful loom band This tutorial shows how to make the band loom. The loom strip is made up of rubber bands. The loom band is nothing but
super funky rubber band links, bracelets, wristbands or friendship bands for kids and teenagers. The easiest way to make it with loom band kits. However you can use several pencils and a bunch of rubber bands if you do not have one set. Here are some creative and simple instructions on how to create
a cute strip of looms at home with ease. We have your child who will love it. For step-by-step instructions please head over the links provided below. So let's get started. 1. Rainbow Loom Jewelry without Looms! See here complete HOMEMADE TUTORIALS HERE This is an easy way to do it manually
with all those bright and beautiful rubber bands. This beautiful ring v = can even be done using two normal pencils. All you'll ask for are two similar pencils and lots of colorful loom bands. Start by widing a band loom over pencils in a cross. Now by putting a band loom on two pencils at first and then
repeating with the second. Now take the first loom strip and drag the head to the middle part of the pencil. The loom band is collected in between the second and third loom bands. Now put the band loom fourth and do the same with the second one. Repeat the steps until you get the length needed for
your ring. 2. HOMEMADE Loom Band - Rubber bracelet This is a very bright and beautiful band loom bracelet guide. This is the easiest and wisest way to know, Howto makes a band bracelet loom for your beautiful wrist. This gorgeous blue and pink woven band bracelet can easily be made using a loom
base, loom band, hooks and closed clips. Start by placing the alternating pink and blue loom strips that are a crunch cross on the looming station. Now use a hook that has the bottom edge of each loom band and pass it on the upper rubber thread of the next loom station. Once you have completed this
step through the entire length, you v]=can take the loom band bracelet out of the weaving station. Put a closing round on the last two openings. Bracelets You are ready to be worn. 3. HOMEMADE band loom using wooden clothespin See here complete DO-DO TUTORIALS HERE This is a very easy but
quirky way to make a band bracelet loom for yourself or your friends on friendship day. All you ask for is a wooden clothing pin, some colorful loom bands, closed clips and your skills. Start by placing a set The band looms first on the two sides of the clothing pin diagonally. Putting a loom band on top of it
is a straight way. After you have placed the third loom strip at either end, take the top of the first loom strip and release on the third loom strip. Repeat the same step the same way. Release the second loom band on Wednesday, Tuesday on Thursday and so on. Repeat the steps until you reach the
optimal length of the woven strip bracelet. Now use the closed clip, placing the two end of the bracelet on the closed clip. Your loom band bracelet is ready to be worn or gifted. 4. Rubber band bracelet See here complete SELF-made guide HERE This is a very beautiful and easy profession. You can
definitely please all your friends through the loom band bracelets. Let us start making some colorful band loom bracelets. First take two pencils. Collect some loom bands. Now decide on the color palette you want to follow with the bracelet. Take the first strip of loom and cross it on two pencils. Now place
two more strips of looms according to your palette. Now take the end of the first loom band and drop them on the third. Now put the band loomIng Wednesday. Take the band's head loom Monday and drop it on Wednesday. Continue to do the same procedure over and over again until you reach the
optimal length for the bracelet. Now grab a closed clip or hook to seal the two end of the bracelet. 5. Owl Charm Rainbow Loom Bracelet See here complete DO DO TUTORIALS HERE We all love adding lucky charms to what we wear. And this easy to make band hats loom with owl and owl charms is a
sign of wisfom and knowledge that makes it an optimal choice for you. To make this easy diy owl charms loom band bracelet, you need to have a loom station and some colorful loom bands. Be sure to collect some small owl charms. Now place the black and purple loom strips on alternating diagonals on
the loom station. After each of the four bands loom thread in a charm owl into the loom band. Keep doing the same thing until you get the optimal length. Use a needle loom to interwine the loom bands together. Remove the woven strip bracelet from the weaving station and attach the closed clamp to seal
the loom strip. Your loom band is ready to be worn with all the lucky charms. 6. HOMEMADE rubber band bracelet See here complete DO DO guide HERE This is an easy to make and a unique band loom bracelet. This beautiful loom band bracelet can be made using a wooden frame station. This timber
frame station consists of four metal rings and a wooden bar. Collect some colorful loom bands and start making beautiful bracelets. First of all start with a single weaving band and long it on all four metal base on the wooden bar. Criss-cross bands loom on four bases. Now take a strip of different colored
looms and stretch it on the outer edges of the four bases. Use needle, drop the lower loom strip out of the four soles, using the needle. Releade bands loom lower on top of Monday. Repeat these steps until the required length is reached. Now use a metal closing clamp to seal the tops of the bracelet. 7.
HOMEMADE Fish Tail Stretch Bracelet View here completes THE DO-DO guide HERE The band bracelet looms the fish trail is easy to make as well as it looks easily chic. You can make this beautiful loom band bracelet using colorful loom bands. You can make brautiful woven band bracelets using two
iron nails and lots of colorful loom bands. Start by repairing two nails on a wooden base. Now put the first loom band in the nail. Place two more loom strips on top of it. Now grab the end of the first loom band to release them on top of the third loom band. Now put the fourth loom band on top and then
grab the end of the second loom band, release them on top of the band's loom Wednesday. Continue repeating this procedure to release the end of the loom strips on each third loom strip placed at the top. Continue the procedure until you receive the required length. Using a closed clamp, complete the
creation of the bracelet. Your beautiful bracelet is ready to make you look beautiful. 8. Rainbow Loom Rattlefish on Monster Tail Rattle Fish Weaving Band is a very unique loom band bracelet. This looks really cool. Start with an eight peg weaving station and decide how many colors you want for the
weaving band. For the first loom band, put it on the top two pegs, criss-cross way. Now grab both end, using a loom hook, extend the head to the other three pegs on one side and the other two on the other side. Now grab two similar loom bands of the same color and place the first band around the sixpeg thw in a rectand and place the other loom band on two center pegs. Now use your hook to release the lower band on top of the band loom over. Now grab two loom strips of another color and put it in the same way and release the bottom end on top of the band loom over. Repeat these steps until you
get the optimal length of the strip loom bracelet. To remove the loom band bracelet from the loom station, converge all the rings on a single peg. Pass a loom band through six rounds. Pull over a hook and now you have two rings each on both end. Now put a close clip to seal the bracelet. We hope you
enjoy the beautifully designed colorful Loom band bracelets. Make these beautiful loom band bracelets for your kids, friends, etc. It will be a great addition to your friendship day. Share your experience with us in the comments section Below. We'll give you a lot of content. Check out other related articles
on K4craft. Keep smiling and creating with K4craft! 1 Make the band perimeter. With the arrow pointing up, loop a band from the first center peg to the first left latch. Next, repeat a band the first left latch to the second left latch, then the second to the third. Continue down the left line until you reach the
second to last peg. Then repeat a range from the second peg to the last peg diagonally to the last middle peg. Go back to the head and repeat this for the other side, until you have the bands around the perimeter of the loom. [2] 2 Create the first explosion. Push all the belt strips down. Then place a range
of A colors (any color you want) on the second pin of the middle row and the second of the row on the right. Then place five more strips away from the middle latch to each peg around, clockwise. This will leave you with a starburst or angst shape. Push down all the bands as you go. 3 Carry out further
explosions. Place a range from the fourth latch of the middle row diagonally to the fourth peg of the row on the right. Re-perform the strip clockwise until you have another explosion with the bottom overlapping to the top of the first blast. Continue to do this until the entire loom is filled (inside the perimeter).
Keep pushing down the bands every time. You can change the color of the explosion as you go. 4 Place the middle circle strips. Double a band in perimeter color and place it on the last middle peg. Then double up another at placing it in the center of the burst. Continue to place the double strips in the
center of each blast until you reach the end. 5 Start weaving. Rotate the looms around so that the arrows are facing you. Then hook the bottom ring of the nearest starburst from the first middle peg and pull it up (be careful not to knock the other strip on the peg) loop it into the center peg. 6 Weave all the
explosions. Next, start from the center of the blast and move counter-clockwise, using your hook to grab the first half of each band and loop it into the peg it starts on (go center, latch, center, latch, center, latch, and so on). Always be careful not to knock out other bands on the center peg. You should be
left with something that looks like a flower or a sun. Perform this process for all explosions. 7 Weaving perimeter. Starting with the band that goes around the bottom right and the bottom center peg, grab the end that's wrapped around the bottom center peg and pull it down (without knocking the other
band out) And on the bottom left peg, so that both ends of the band are on that peg. Then do the same for the band that wraps around the bottom right and the second to latch left. Proceed until the entire left side is done, ending when you hook the last left band into the last middle peg. Then go back to
start and do the right side of the loom. 8 Add the finish lap. Reach your hook down through all the bands on the final middle peg. Grab a new band that you keep in Your hand, pull it up through the band, and then slide your hook through the loop of the new band, so it completely wraps around Hook. Then
hold the hook in your hand with the loop still around it, pulling the entire bracelet out of the loom. 9 Add extensions. Add new bands to the looms, about five of them all down to one side. Loop the band from the first peg into the second peg, then close the second on the third, the third on the fourth, and so
on. Then, make the first loop at the end of your bracelet (on the side with no hooks) and treat it like another rubber band, adding it to the string you started on the loom. Next, chain the strips from the end with bracelets all the way down to the first band. 10 Add clip C. Add a C clip or s to the last strip on
the loom, take the whole thing out of the loom, and then clamp clip C or s into the loops on your hook. Take your hook out and you're done! [3] 11 Enjoy your new bracelet. Bracelet.
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